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PURPOSE. The human PDZK1 gene is located in a genomic susceptibility region
for neurodevelopmental disorders. A genome-wide association study identified links
between PDZK1 polymorphisms and altered visual contrast sensitivity, an endopheno-
type for schizophrenia and autism spectrum disorder. The PDZK1 protein is implicated
in neurological functioning, interacting with synaptic molecules including postsynaptic
density 95 (PSD-95), N-methyl-D-aspartate receptors (NMDARs), corticotropin-releasing
factor receptor 1 (CRFR1), and serotonin 2A receptors. The purpose of the present study
was to elucidate the role of PDZK1.

METHODS. We generated pdzk1-knockout (pdzk1-KO) zebrafish using CRISPR/Cas-9
genome editing. Visual function of 7-day-old fish was assessed at behavioral and func-
tional levels using the optomotor response and scotopic electroretinogram (ERG).We also
quantified retinal morphology and densities of PSD-95, NMDAR1, CRFR1, and serotonin
in the synaptic inner plexiform layer at 7 days, 4 weeks, and 8 weeks of age. Standard
RT-PCR and nonsense-mediated decay interference treatment were also performed to
assess genetic compensation in mutants.

RESULTS. Relative to wild-type, pdzk1-KO larvae showed spatial frequency tuning func-
tions with increased amplitude (likely due to abnormal gain control) and reduced ERG
b-waves (suggestive of inner retinal dysfunction). No synaptic phenotypes, but possi-
ble morphological retinal phenotypes, were identified. We confirmed that the absence of
major histological phenotypes was not attributable to genetic compensatory mechanisms.

CONCLUSIONS. Our findings point to a role for pdzk1 in zebrafish visual function, and our
model system provides a platform for investigating other genes associated with abnormal
visual behavior.

Keywords: PDZK1, visual phenotyping, zebrafish, optomotor response (OMR), elec-
troretinogram (ERG), neurodevelopmental disorders

A ltered contrast sensitivity is a visual endopheno-
type of many neurodevelopmental disorders, includ-

ing schizophrenia and autism spectrum disorder (ASD).1,2

A genome-wide association study identified a link between
abnormal contrast sensitivity and the single-nucleotide poly-
morphism (SNP) rs1797052, located in the 5′-untranslated
region of the PDZK1 gene, which is situated in a high-risk
locus for schizophrenia and ASD.3 Variation in this gene may
thus contribute to visual deficits observed in a number of
different disorders.

As a scaffolding protein, PDZ domain containing
1 (PDZK1) is implicated in neurosynaptic signaling.
PDZK1 contains four tandem postsynaptic density 95/disc
large/zonula occludens-1 (PDZ) domains,4 allowing it to
interact with proteins possessing PDZ-binding regions.
For example, PDZK1 binds with postsynaptic density 95
(PSD-95), N-methyl-D-aspartate receptors (NMDARs), synap-
tic Ras GTPase-activating protein 1 (SynGAP1), and Kelch-

like protein 17 (KLHL17) to form a complex that anchors
proteins to the cytoskeleton on cell membranes.5 Like
PDZK1, the PSD-95 protein also contains PDZ domains, and
functions as a scaffold protein on postsynaptic membranes
for excitatory synapses,6 whereas KLHL17 is a brain-specific
Kelch protein that binds to intracellular F-actin, a major
component of the cellular cytoskeleton.7 PDZK1 thus likely
plays a role in maintaining the distribution and shape of
postsynaptic densities by regulating actin-based neuronal
functions.7 Disruption of PSD-95 (also called DLG4) also
affects the neurexin–neuroligin–SHANK pathway, leading to
cognitive dysfunction.8,9

PDZK1 is important for anchoring and clustering
NMDARs, ionotropic glutamate receptors responsible for
gating ion influx into neurons.10 In the visual system,
NMDARs regulate contrast gain control, optimizing visual
perception of contrast and motion, and abnormalities in
these receptors have been hypothesized to underpin visual
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disturbances in schizophrenia.10,11 PDZK1 also regulates
signaling and endocytosis for corticotropin-releasing factor
receptor 1 (CRFR1) and the serotonin 2A receptor (5-
HT2AR).12 CRFR1 is a vital component of the hypothalamic–
pituitary–adrenal axis for stress responses,13 and it sensi-
tizes serotonin 2 receptors, including 5-HT2AR, to modu-
late anxiety-related behaviors.14 PDZK1 thus interacts with
multiple membrane-associated proteins for synaptic signal-
ing, with likely impacts on neural processing, visual percep-
tion, and behavior. However, despite evidence of genetic
associations, to date there has been no direct demonstra-
tion of an impact of PDZK1 disruption on behavior and
physiology.

The retina at the back of the eye is an extension of
the central nervous system (CNS) that provides a highly
accessible readout of gene function in the CNS. Neurode-
generation and neurodevelopmental abnormalities in the
brain and spinal cord typically manifest in visual dysfunc-
tion, and some CNS disorders (e.g., stroke, multiple scle-
rosis, Alzheimer’s disease) can be diagnosed by ocular
symptoms.15 Compared to the brain, the retina has a rela-
tively straightforward organization with well-characterized
excitatory (photoreceptors, bipolar and ganglion cells) and
inhibitory (horizontal and amacrine cells) neuronal classes
arranged in distinct organized layers. The visual system is
highly amenable to assessment, and robust non-invasive
behavioral (e.g., optomotor response [OMR]), physiologi-
cal (e.g., electroretinogram [ERG]), and histological tools
allow the neurological function of genes to be compre-
hensively evaluated across these different phenotypic
levels.

The zebrafish (Danio rerio) has key advantages as a
model for studying both visual and gene function, includ-
ing conserved retinal architecture and genetics with other
vertebrates, ease of genetic manipulation, high fecun-
dity, and rapid development. Importantly, as in humans,
a single pdzk1 gene is expressed in larval zebrafish
retina and brain.16 Here, we characterized the effects of
pdzk1 disruption using clustered regularly interspaced short
palindromic repeats (CRISPR)/CRISPR-associated protein 9
(Cas9) genome modification to generate a pdzk1 knock-
out (pdzk1-KO) zebrafish mutant. Visual behavior was
assessed by quantifying spatial frequency tuning and
contrast response functions using OMR, and the physiologi-
cal function of the retina was examined with ERG. To inves-
tigate possible histological correlates of the observed behav-
ioral and functional phenotypes, we quantified general reti-
nal morphology via retinal size and thickness of the whole
retina or synaptic inner plexiform layer (IPL), as well as the
density of PSD-95, NMDAR1, CRFR1, and serotonin in the
IPL. Our results suggest that, relative to wild-type larvae,
pdzk1-KO larvae show abnormal contrast gain control, with
significantly lower contrast thresholds that likely cause an
increase in the overall amplitude of the spatial frequency
tuning function. In addition, pdzk1-KO larvae showed clear
deficits in retinal function, with a reduction in the ERG b-
wave amplitude suggesting dysfunction of the inner retina.
We found no clear differences between pdzk1-KO and wild-
type fish in anatomical and histological markers at 7 days
post-fertilization (dpf), 4 weeks post-fertilization (wpf), and
8 wpf, ruling out a number of the most likely candidates for
the anatomical substrate underlying the effects of pdzk1 on
visual function.

METHODS

Data Availability

Data for the present study are available on the Open Science
Framework (https://osf.io/s49z6).

Animal Husbandry

Zebrafish (Danio rerio) were maintained and bred in the
Fish Facility at the Walter and Eliza Hall Institute of Medical
Research according to local animal guidelines. For exper-
iments at 7 dpf, embryos and larvae (prior to sex deter-
mination) were grown in Petri dishes in an incubator at
28.5°C before use. Fish for experiments at higher ages were
grown in Petri dishes at 28.5°C up to 5 dpf, then introduced
to tanks and raised in flow-through systems at 28°C. All
procedures were approved by the Faculty of Science Animal
Ethics Committee at the University of Melbourne (Project No.
1614017.3) and adhered to the ARVO Statement for the Use
of Animals in Ophthalmic and Vision Research.

Generation of Mutants

To disable pdzk1 gene function, we applied a CRISPR/Cas9
system according to published protocols.17 The guide RNA
(Table), Cas9 enzyme (Genesearch, Arundel, Australia), and
stop-codon cassette (Table) with homologous sequence
hands were co-injected into zebrafish zygotes. Homology-
directed repair resulted in a premature stop codon at exon
2 of the pdzk1 gene, leading to the loss of functional Pdzk1
in mutants (Figs. 1a–a′′). To highlight retinal cell layers
for quantification of retinal morphology, the Tg(ptf1a:GFP)
line was crossed with the pdzk1-KO mutants to generate
a pdzk1-KO/Tg(ptf1a:GFP) line, in which the retinal hori-
zontal and all amacrine cells were labeled by green fluores-
cent proteins.18,19 The mutants used in this study were all
homozygous pdzk1-KO zebrafish, including those express-
ing the Tg(ptf1a:GFP) construct.

Genotyping

For DNA isolation, small wedges of fin were cut from anes-
thetized 3-month-old fish. Fin samples were incubated in
lysis buffer (10-mM Tris-HCl, 50-mM KCl, 0.3% Tween, and
0.3% IGEPAL, pH 8.3; Rhodia, Paris, France) with 1.25-
mg/mL Proteinase K (03115879001; Roche Australia, Bella
Vista, NSW, Australia) at 55°C for 2.5 hours, followed by
incubation at 98°C for 10 minutes. Isolated DNA was used
as a template for PCR amplification of the targeted pdzk1
genomic DNA sequence (genomic DNA primers) (Table).
The PCR program was comprised of an initial denaturation
step of 98°C for 3 minutes, 35 cycles of 98°C for 30 seconds,
60°C for 30 seconds, and 72°C for 1 minute, followed by a
final extension step of 72°C for 3 minutes. Electrophoresis
of the PCR products was performed using 3% Tris-acetate-
EDTA (TAE) agarose gel. Target bands were cut from elec-
trophoresis gels, and the PCR products were extracted using
a QIAquick Gel Extraction Kit (QIAGEN, Hilden, Germany).
Extracted products were amplified by PCR using a forward
primer (primer for sequencing) (Table) and sent to Macro-
gen (Seoul, South Korea) for sequencing.

https://osf.io/s49z6
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FIGURE 1. CRISPR editing of pdzk1. (a) There are nine exons in pdzk1 genomic DNA. (a′) The guide RNA (gRNA) targets a site in exon 2
(gray box) and recruits the Cas9 enzyme to recognize and cut the DNA. (a′′) The target cut site (black inverted triangle) has homologous
arms matching the stop codon template that is co-injected with Cas9 and gRNA during the one-cell stage of zebrafish development. In
this way, homology-directed repair inserts the stop codon cassette at exon 2 of pdzk1. Stop codons of the injected cassette are highlighted
in red. (b) Sequence results for wild-type fish. The inverted triangle indicates the targeted cut site. (b′) Sequence results for homozygous
pdzk1-knockout fish. The box shows the sequence inserted by CRISPR gene editing including the three stop codons (underlined). Sequences
on either side were identical to the wild-type fish.

Optomotor Response

Apparatus and Procedure. The OMR apparatus was
adapted from one previously described (Supplementary Fig.
S1; Supplementary Methods).20,21 Groups of 7-dpf larvae of
a single genotype (between 50 and 58 larvae in each group)
were contained in a six-lane arena with a transparent base
(one group per lane) (Supplementary Fig. S1b). During a
trial, a test stimulus was displayed on a screen below the
arena, drifting at 25°/s, 50°/s, or 100°/s parallel to the long
axis of the lanes (Supplementary Fig. S1a). Prior to each trial,
a corralling stimulus (25°/s drift) was shown for 30 seconds
to guide larvae to the center of the lane (Supplementary Fig.
S1d). This was followed by a 30-second presentation of a test
stimulus, with a webcam capturing digital images before and
after each presentation. A blank gray screen was presented
after the offset of the test stimulus as the texture for the next
trial was computed.

For measurement of spatial frequency tuning functions,
test stimuli were Gaussian noise textures, filtered to be
spatial frequency bandpass with center frequencies of 0.005,
0.01, 0.02, 0.04, 0.08, 0.16, or 0.32 cycle per degree (cpd)

(SD = 0.5 octaves) at full contrast (100%). For measurement
of contrast response functions, the center spatial frequency
was 0.02 cpd (SD = 0.5 octaves), with textures presented at
1%, 3%, 5%, 10%, 30%, 50%, or 100% contrast.

Before experiments, larvae were transferred to arena
lanes within 10 minutes, after which they were allowed to
adapt to the arena for 10 minutes. All experiments were
conducted between 9:30 AM and 6:00 PM. After experiments,
larvae were humanely killed using 0.1% tricaine (E10521-
50G; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA).

OMR Image Analysis. Larval positions were extracted
from before and after images for each trial. Within each lane,
the change in position of the group centroid (i.e., average
position of the group) in the direction of texture motion
was computed as the optomotor index (OMI) (see Supple-
mentary Methods). Normalized OMIs for spatial frequency
tuning functions were calculated by normalizing all data to
the OMI of wild-type larvae for 100%-contrast, 0.02-cpd stim-
uli drifting at 25°/s (i.e., the condition typically producing
the greatest response). The spatial frequency tuning func-
tion was fitted as a log-Gaussian using a least-squares crite-
rion. For each fitted model, the estimated parameters were
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amplitude (i.e., height of the peak), peak spatial frequency
(i.e., spatial frequency at which amplitude peaked), and
bandwidth (i.e., standard deviation). There were 72 trials for
each genotype (pdzk1-KO and wild-type), per combination
of spatial frequency and speed (i.e., 1512 trials per genotype
in total across all conditions). Normalized OMIs for contrast
response functions were calculated by normalizing all data
to the OMI of the wild-type group for 100% contrast at 50°/s
and 0.02 cpd. The contrast response function was fitted as a
two-parameter piecewise function (Equation 1) using a least-
squares criterion:

y =
{

0, x < k
(x − k)a, x ≥ k

(1)

where y is the OMI, x is log stimulus contrast, k is the
contrast threshold (i.e., minimum contrast to evoke an opto-
motor response), and a is response gain (i.e., slope of the
function). There were 36 trials for wild-type and 24 trials for
mutants, per combination of contrast and speed (i.e., 756
trials for wild-type and 504 trials for mutants in total across
all conditions).

To test whether spatial frequency tuning and contrast
response functions differed between groups, an omnibus F
test was used to compare the goodness of fit (r2) of a full
model, in which parameter estimates of each group could
vary independently, with that of a restricted model, in which
parameters were constrained to be the same across groups.
To determine whether specific parameter estimates differed
between groups, a nested F test was used to compare a full
model with a restricted model in which one parameter was
constrained to be the same across groups.22 A criterion of α

= 0.05 was used to determine significance, with Bonferroni
correction applied to P values to account for multiple testing
where appropriate.

Locomotor Response

Locomotion assays were performed on 7-dpf zebrafish
according to a previously published protocol.23 Prior to
testing, zebrafish were either treated with 1.5% ethanol in
embryo medium (E3) or left in standard E3 medium for 10
minutes. Embryos were plated into 24-well dishes in a pseu-
dorandom order, with the experimenter blinded to geno-
type during testing and data analysis. An inactivity thresh-
old of 1 mm/s, a detection threshold of 25 mm/s, and a
maximum burst threshold of 30 mm/s were applied. For the
10-minute test period in dark, the total distance swum and
the swimming speed above inactivity threshold and below
maximum burst threshold were extracted using ZebraLab
software (Viewpoint Life Sciences, Lyon, France). Indicators
of normality were derived from D’Agnostino and Perron’s
test; outliers were identified using the ROUT method and
excluded from analysis. Two-way ANOVA (genotype × treat-
ment) with Bonferroni correction was performed in Prism
7 (GraphPad, San Diego, CA, USA) (α = 0.05). There were
between 106 and 108 larvae for the analysis of swimming
distance, and between 103 and 106 larvae for the analysis
of swimming speed, per combination of genotype and treat-
ment (see Supplementary Table S1).

Electroretinography

Scotopic ERGs were measured in 7-dpf fish according to our
published method.24 Larvae were dark adapted (>8 hours,

overnight) prior to experiments and anesthetized using
0.02% tricaine in 1× goldfish Ringer’s buffer. For testing,
an individual larva was transferred onto a moist polyvinyl
alcohol (PVA) sponge platform. Under dim red illumination
(17.4 c·d·m−2; λmax = 600 nm), a sponge-tipped record-
ing electrode (<40-μm diameter) gently touched the central
corneal surface of the larval eye, and the reference elec-
trode was inserted into the sponge platform. After electrode
placement, the platform was inserted into a Ganzfeld bowl,
and the larva was allowed to dark adapt for >3 minutes.
ERG responses were recorded from 22 wild-type and 26
pdzk1-KO larvae with flash stimuli at −2.11, −0.81, 0.72,
1.89, or 2.48 log cd·s·m−2. At −2.11 and −0.81 log cd·s·m−2,
three repeats were measured with an inter-flash interval of
10 seconds. At 0.72 to 2.48 log cd·s·m−2, a single response
was measured with 60 seconds between flashes. All exper-
iments were performed between 9:00 AM and 6:00 PM at
room temperature. Larvae were humanely killed after exper-
iments using 0.1% tricaine. Amplitudes of the a- and b-
waves were measured from baseline to the negative a-wave
trough and from the negative a-wave trough to the b-wave
peak, respectively. Implicit times of the a- and b-waves were
measured from stimulus onset to the a-wave trough and the
b-wave peak, respectively. Two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni
correction was performed in Prism 7 (α = 0.05).

Histology

Immunohistochemistry. Whole zebrafish at 7 dpf or
4 wpf, or dissected zebrafish eyes at 8 wpf, were fixed in 4%
paraformaldehyde (PFA) in PBS for 3 hours at room temper-
ature, or overnight at 4°C. They were cryoprotected in 30%
sucrose in PBS, embedded in Tissue-Tek OCT compound,
and cryosectioned (12 μm; CM 1860 Cryostat; Leica, Wetzlar,
Germany). For wild-type and pdzk1-KO larvae, antibody
staining was carried out at room temperature using standard
protocols. Antigen retrieval was performed by incubating
slides in boiled 10-mM sodium citrate (pH 6) until the solu-
tion was cooled to room temperature. Slides were blocked
in 5% fetal bovine serum (FBS) for 30 minutes and incubated
overnight in rabbit anti-PSD-95 (ab18258, 1:100; Abcam,
Cambridge, UK ), anti-CRFR1 (ab59023, 1:100; Abcam), anti-
GluN1 (to label an NMDA receptor subunit; 114 011, 1:400;
Synaptic Systems, Goettingen, Germany), or anti-serotonin
(ab66047, 1:500; Abcam) primary antibodies diluted in FBS.
Slides were subsequently incubated for 2 hours in secondary
antibodies (all 1:500; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham,
MA, USA) diluted in 5% FBS. The secondary antibodies
used were Goat anti-Rabbit Alexa Fluor 488 (A11008) or
Alexa Fluor 546 (A11010), Goat anti-Mouse Alexa Fluor
488 (A11001), and Donkey anti-Goat Alexa Fluor 488
(A11055). Nuclei were counterstained with 4′,6-diamidino-2-
phenylindole (DAPI; D9542-10MG, 1:10000; Sigma-Aldrich)
in PBS for 20 minutes, and sections were mounted in Mowiol
(81381-250G; Sigma-Aldrich). For Tg(ptf1a:GFP) and pdzk1-
KO/Tg(ptf1a:GFP) larvae, samples were stained with DAPI
only, following cryostat sectioning.

Retinal Image Acquisition. For quantification of
IPL densities, retinas stained with antibodies for PSD-95,
NMDAR1, CRFR1, and serotonin from pdzk1-KO and wild-
type larvae were imaged using a Nikon A1R confocal micro-
scope (Nikon, Tokyo, Japan) with a 60× or 40× oil objec-
tive lens. For quantification of IPL thickness, retinal size and
retinal thickness, images of retinal sections of Tg(ptf1a:GFP)
and pdzk1-KO/Tg(ptf1a:GFP) larvae were taken within two
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sections from the optic nerve, using a Zeiss Axioscope (Carl
Zeiss Microscopy, Oberkochen, Germany) with a 20× objec-
tive lens, or a Nikon A1R confocal microscope with a 40× oil
objective lens. For all confocal imaging, the deconvolution
function was applied to minimize background noise.

Retinal Image Analysis. To measure puncta density,
three regions of interest (ROIs; 10 × 20 μm) were randomly
selected from the IPL of one confocal image for each retina
using FIJI, a distribution of ImageJ (National Institutes of
Health, Bethesda, MD, USA).25 For each ROI, thresholding
was performed with the Invert lookup table (LUT) func-
tion to select areas containing no puncta and create a back-
ground mask. All potential puncta in the ROI were identi-
fied as dots using the Find Maxima function. Dots identified
in the background area (i.e., noise) were masked using the
Image Calculator function and the background mask. The
remaining dots in the ROI were considered true puncta and
quantified for analysis. The density of the analyzed molecule
in each retinal image was quantified as the average of three
ROIs. Statistical analysis for puncta density was performed
using two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni correction (Prism 7;
α = 0.05). To quantify evidence for null hypotheses, we also
calculated Bayesian ANOVA using JASP (BFinclusion = 0.33,
meaning the data are at least three times as likely under the
null hypothesis than the alternative).26

Images of Tg(ptf1a:GFP) and pdzk1-KO/Tg(ptf1a:GFP)
retinal sections were used for analysis of retinal size, IPL
thickness, retinal thickness, retinal length, and amacrine
cell number using FIJI. Tg(ptf1a:GFP) clearly labels all
developing inhibitory neurons (horizontal and amacrine
interneurons) in the retina throughout the early larval
stage.19 Although ptf1a expression itself is transient, we have
observed green fluorescent protein (GFP) labeling to be
stable up 10 to 12 dpf. The lamination of the retina allows us
to clearly distinguish between horizontal cells, situated in the
outermost division of the inner nuclear layer, and amacrine
cells, situated in the inner division of the inner nuclear layer.
These divisions are separated in zebrafish retina by three
unlabeled cell layers containing bipolar interneurons and
Müller glia. For retinal size, the polygon selection function
was used to outline the whole retinal section around the
outer segments of the photoreceptors, around the ciliary
margin, and along the nerve fiber layer adjacent to the lens
(Supplementary Fig. S2a). IPL thickness was measured by
a masked observer in three locations (central and 45° on
either side) (Supplementary Fig. S2a). For each eye, the aver-
age over the three locations was taken as the IPL thickness.
Similarly, retinal thickness was measured as the average reti-
nal thickness in the three locations in the same samples
(Supplementary Fig. S2a) but using the DAPI staining to
accurately identify the outermost photoreceptor boundary
and innermost nerve fiber boundary. Retinal length was
measured as the length from one end of the retina around
the ciliary margin, along the middle layer of the IPL, to the
ciliary margin at the other retinal end (Supplementary Fig.
S2a). For statistical analysis, retinal size, IPL thickness, retinal
thickness, and retinal length were normalized to the mean
of wild-type group parameters. To determine the number
of amacrine neurons, we manually counted ptf1a-positive
(ptf1a+) cells indicated by GFP+ cell bodies in the inner
half of the inner nuclear layer and the ganglion cell layer
of whole retinal sections (Supplementary Fig. S2b). These
counts were standardized to the average length of wild-
type retinas (520.0 μm from 12 retinal sections). Morpho-
logical distributions were approximately normal and were

analyzed using unpaired t-tests (Prism 7; α = 0.05). There
were between 12 and 31 retinas per group for puncta density
analysis (Supplementary Table S2), and 12 (wild-type) or 13
(pdzk1-KO) retinas for morphological analysis.

Genetic Compensation Test

Standard RT-PCR. To confirm that the pdzk1 gene has
no functional splice variants except for that targeted by our
CRISPR for insertion of the stop-codon cassette, we used
standard RT-PCR. Twenty larvae per genotype were used for
RNA extraction using the QIAGEN RNeasy Mini Kit. Copy
DNA was generated by reverse transcription using a Tetro
cDNA synthesis kit (Bioline, London, UK). The zebrafish
pdzk1 gene has nine exons. Primers were designed against
(i) an RNA region across exons 1 to 6 containing the inser-
tion site (primer pair 1 [P1]) and (ii) a region starting with
the stop-codon cassette insertion in exon 2 and ending in
exon 6 (primer pair 2 [P2]) (Table; see Fig. 7a). PCR condi-
tions were 98°C for 3 minutes (one cycle), 98°C for 30°sec-
onds, 56°C for 30 seconds, 72°C for 1 minute (35 cycles), and
72°C for 3 minutes. Electrophoresis was performed using 3%
TAE agarose gel, and products were imaged under ultravio-
let light.

Nonsense-Mediated Decay Interference Treat-
ment. pdzk1-KO embryos were randomly assigned to
two groups after collection. From 3 dpf, the two groups
were immersed in either 0.02% dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO)
or 10-μM NMDi14 (SML1538; Sigma-Aldrich)/0.02% DMSO
dissolved in egg water (60 mg/L sea salt), as control or exper-
imental groups, respectively.27 NMDi14 is a drug for block-
ing nonsense-mediated decay of mutant mRNA, which is a
trigger for genetic compensation. At 7 dpf, the two groups
were assessed by OMR, ERG, and histology, as described
above. Statistical analysis was performed using F tests (a
custom MATLAB algorithm; MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA),
two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni correction, and unpaired t
tests (Prism 7; α = 0.05). Sample size for each experiment is
detailed in Supplementary Table S6.

RESULTS

Mutant Generation

We used CRISPR/Cas9 to generate the pdzk1-KO mutant
(Figs. 1a–a′′). DNA sequencing from wild-type and homozy-
gous pdzk1-KO fish showed that, in mutants, the stop codon
cassette was successfully inserted into the target site of the
zebrafish pdzk1 genomic DNA (gDNA) (Figs. 1b, b′), result-
ing in a mutated pdzk1 gDNA. By observation, pdzk1-KO
mutants look grossly equivalent to wild-type fish through-
out all developmental stages in morphology and prey and
schooling behaviors, although more detailed analysis was
not conducted. Visual inspection of swimming behavior
revealed no gross abnormalities for pdzk1-KO larvae. The
knockout mutant was fertile and survived well into adult-
hood.

Spatial Frequency Tuning Functions

To determine the contribution of pdzk1 to spatial vision, we
measured the spatial frequency tuning function using OMR
in 7 dpf wild-type and pdzk1-KO larvae. All spatial frequency
tuning functions were well fit by a log-Gaussian model
(Figs. 2a–c). In an omnibus test (Supplementary Table S3),
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FIGURE 2. Spatial frequency tuning functions measured using the OMR of wild-type and pdzk1-KO larvae. The upper panels show normalized
optomotor index as a function of spatial frequency for wild-type (black circles and lines) and pdzk1-KO larvae (cyan triangles and lines)
at (a) 25°/s, (b) 50°/s, and (c) 100°/s. Spatial frequency tuning functions are three-parameter log-Gaussian functions fit to the data by
minimizing the least-squares error. Error bars show ± SEM across trials. The bottom panels show (d) normalized amplitude, (e) peak spatial
frequency, and (f) bandwidth as a function of group at the three stimulus speeds tested. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals on the
fitted parameter. *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001 for the omnibus comparison of functions (upper panels) and for the comparison of
individual parameters (lower panels) between genotypes.

overall spatial frequency tuning functions statistically
differed between wild-type and pdzk1-KO larvae at each
speed (Figs. 2a–c). Examining individual parameters, there
was a significantly higher amplitude (i.e., height of the
spatial frequency tuning function peak) (Fig. 2d; Supplemen-
tary Table S3) for mutants compared with wild-type fish at
each speed tested. No differences were found in the peak
frequency (Fig. 2e) or bandwidth (standard deviation; Fig.
2f) of the tuning function at any speed (Supplementary
Table S3).

Contrast Response Functions. To examine whether
the increased amplitude of the spatial frequency tuning func-
tion in pdzk1-KO mutants was due to altered contrast gain
(i.e., decreased threshold) or response gain (i.e., increased
motor response to suprathreshold stimuli), we used OMR
to measure the contrast response function at 0.02 cpd, at
which zebrafish larvae typically showed the most robust
responses. Contrast response functions were well fit by a
two-parameter piecewise function (Fig. 3). In omnibus anal-
ysis, functions were significantly different between groups
at 25°/s, 50°/s, and 100°/s (P < 0.001, P = 0.006, and P
= 0.01, respectively) (Figs. 3a–c; Supplementary Table S4).
Examining individual parameters, we found no difference
in response gain (function slope) between wild-type and
mutant groups at any tested speed (Fig. 3d; Supplementary
Table S4). However, the contrast threshold was significantly
lower for mutants than for wild-type larvae at 25°/s and 50°/s
(P < 0.001 and P = 0.002, respectively) (Fig. 3e; Supplemen-
tary Table S4), indicating a higher contrast sensitivity for
mutants. Overall, all OMR contrast response functions devi-
ated upward at lower contrasts for mutants than for wild-
type larvae, suggesting that the augmented spatial frequency

tuning functions in mutants reflect increased contrast gain
rather than response gain.

To further examine the possibility that increased loco-
motion, rather than increased visual sensitivity, was the
cause of the augmented pdzk1-KO optomotor response, we
conducted a locomotor assay. Prior to measurement, larvae
were either untreated or exposed to 1.5% ethanol to stimu-
late a hyperactive phenotype.28 As expected, ethanol expo-
sure increased activity in both wild-type (P < 0.0001 for
both swimming distance and speed) and pdzk1-KO larvae (P
< 0.0001 for both swimming distance and speed) (Supple-
mentary Fig. S3, Supplementary Table S1). However, both
with and without stimulation, mutants swam significantly
shorter distances (both P < 0.0001) and at slower speeds (P
< 0.0001 and P = 0.003 for untreated and treated, respec-
tively) than wild-type larvae. That the OMR is augmented
in pdzk1-KO fish despite reduced spontaneous and ethanol-
induced locomotion suggests it is indeed driven by improved
contrast sensitivity.

Electroretinography

We conducted scotopic ERG measurements for wild-type
controls and mutant larvae. Compared to wild-type, pdzk1-
KO showed significantly smaller b-wave amplitudes (P <

0.0001), particularly at higher stimulus intensities (P = 0.03
and P < 0.0001 for 1.89 and 2.48 log cd·s·m−2, respectively)
(Figs. 4a, d; Supplementary Table S5). There were no statis-
tical differences in a-wave amplitudes nor in implicit times
of a- and b-waves between wild-type and pdzk1-KO mutants
(Figs. 4a–c, e; Supplementary Table S5).
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FIGURE 3. Contrast response functions measured using the OMR in wild-type (black circles and lines) and pdzk1-KO larvae (cyan triangles
and lines) at (a) 25°/s, (b) 50°/s, and (c) 100°/s. Contrast response curves are fit to the data using two-parameter piecewise functions by
minimizing the least-squares error with respect to the data. Error bars show ±SEM across trials. The bottom panels show (d) response gain
and (e) contrast threshold as a function of group at the three stimulus speeds tested. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals on the fitted
parameter. *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001 for the omnibus comparison of functions (upper panels) and for the comparison of individual
parameters (lower panels) between genotypes.

FIGURE 4. Scotopic ERGs of wild-type and pdzk1-KO larvae. (a) Group average ERG traces. Wild-type and pdzk1-KO larvae responses are
shown as black and cyan lines, respectively, at −2.11, −0.81, 0.72, 1.89, and 2.48 log cd·s·m−2. Scale bar: 50 μV. The light bands around
group average traces represent ±1 SEM. Note that the a-wave is not visible in the group averages owing to variability in the implicit time,
which causes the individual traces to cancel out. Remaining panels show group average (±SEM) (b) a-wave amplitude, (c) a-wave implicit
time, (d) b-wave amplitude, and (e) b-wave implicit time for wild-type (black circles) and pdzk1-KO (cyan triangles) larvae. Lines were
fit using a four-parameter sigmoidal function. Data were compared using two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni correction. *P < 0.05; ****P <

0.0001.
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FIGURE 5. Transgenic labeling of retinal layers and quantification of retinal morphology for wild-type and pdzk1-KO larvae. (a–b′′) Inhibitory
neurons, including horizontal and amacrine cells, and their projections into the outer and inner plexiform layers were labeled by transgenic
construct Tg(ptf1a:GFP) in green, revealing distinct retinal layers in wild-type and pdzk1-KO retinas. Nuclei stained with DAPI are shown in
gray. Scale bar: 50 μm. Normalized (c) IPL thickness, (d) retinal size, (e) retinal thickness, (f) retinal length, and (g) ptf1a positive (ptf1a+)
neuron number were quantified. Points are data from individual retinas.White lines represent medians, and dark bands indicate interquartile
ranges. For all analyses, unpaired t-tests were performed with 12 and 13 retinas for wild-type and pdzk1-KO groups, respectively. *P < 0.05.
INL, inner nuclear layer; IPL, inner plexiform layer; GCL, ganglion cell layer; ON, optic nerve.

Retinal Morphology

Differences in retinal function might arise from changes
to retinal morphology. To identify distinct layers in
the zebrafish retina, we used the transgenic construct
Tg(ptf1a:GFP) to genetically label horizontal and amacrine

cells and their projections into the outer plexiform layer
(OPL) and IPL, respectively (Figs. 5a–b′′). Our quantification
revealed no difference in IPL thickness, retinal size, retinal
thickness, or amacrine (ptf1a+) cell number in pdzk1-KO
compared with wild-type larvae (Figs. 5c–e, g; Supplemen-
tary Fig. S2; Supplementary Table S6). We found a significant
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FIGURE 6. Immunostaining and density quantification of PDZK1-interacting molecules in wild-type and pdzk1-KO retinas. Micrographs of
retinal sections from 7-dpf wild-type and pdzk1-KO larvae were co-labeled with (a–b′′) serotonin and PSD-95 in green and red, respectively.
(c, c′) NMDAR1 and (d, d′) CRFR1 were labeled in green for 7-dpf retinas. For all images, nuclei were stained with DAPI, shown in gray.
Scale bars: 25 μm. Violin plots show densities of (e) PSD-95, (f) serotonin, (g) NMDAR1, and (h) CRFR1 in the IPL at 7 dpf, 4 wpf, and 8 wpf.
Points are data from individual retinas.White lines represent medians, and dark bands indicate interquartile ranges. Statistical comparisons
were performed using two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni correction and Bayesian ANOVA. There were between 12 and 31 retinas per group
(see Supplementary information). BFinclusion < 0.33 was considered to be evidence for the null hypothesis (i.e., the data are at least three
times as likely under the null hypothesis than the alternative).

reduction in retinal length for the mutants’ relative wild-type
larvae (P = 0.02) (Fig. 5f), although overall retinal organiza-
tion seemed normal.

PSD-95, Serotonin, NMDAR1, and CRFR1 Density
in the Retinal IPL

To investigate potential subcellular mechanisms underlying
the observed changes in visual function, we quantified the
density of synaptic signaling molecules known to interact
with PDZK1 (i.e., PSD-95, serotonin, NMDAR1, and CRFR1)
in the IPL at 7 dpf, 4 wpf, and 8 wpf. As there is no commer-
cially available antibody for the serotonin 2A receptor, we
labeled serotonin to assess the effect of pdzk1 knockout
on the serotonin system. Interestingly, in both wild-type
and pdzk1-KO larvae, our serotonin antibody rarely labeled
serotonin in cell bodies, but there was strong serotonin co-
labeling with PSD-95 on cell membranes and in synapses
(Figs. 6a–b′′; Supplementary Figs. S4a–d′′).

The four molecules were labeled throughout the retina,
but no difference was observed between wild-type and
pdzk1-KO fish at the ages assessed (Figs. 6a–d′; Supplemen-
tary Fig. S4). Similarly, two-way ANOVA of puncta density in
IPL did not reveal any differences among the groups (Figs.
6e–h; Supplementary Table S1). Bayesian ANOVA26 provided
support for the null hypothesis of no difference for sero-
tonin and NMDAR1 puncta densities across all tested ages
(BFinclusion = 0.18 and BFinclusion = 0.26, respectively) (Figs. 6f,
g; Supplementary Table S2), suggesting these two molecules
are particularly unlikely to underlie the altered retinal func-
tion.

Genetic Compensation Test

Previous studies have reported that alternative splicing of
the mutated mRNA frequently occurs in CRISPR-generated
mutants by skipping the whole exon of the target locus,
which may result in the production of functional or partially
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FIGURE 7. Standard RT-PCR for testing splice variants, exon skipping, and expression of pdzk1 in wild-type fish and pdzk1-KO mutants. (a)
Schematics of the two primer pairs for pdzk1 mRNA and their products. Pdzk1 mRNA is expressed from the nine exons of pdzk1 genomic
DNA. In mutants, the insertion (highlighted in gray on the pdzk1 mRNA sequence and primer products) should also be expressed within
the exon 2 region (green) of the mRNA. Primer pair 1 (P1) was designed to amplify the mRNA region across exons 1 to 6 containing the
insertion, producing 980-bp products for wild-type fish and longer (1008-bp) products for mutants due to the insertion. Primer pair 2 (P2)
was designed to amplify the mutated pdzk1 mRNA sequence, which starts within the insertion in exon 2 and ends in exon 6. P2 produces
901-bp products only for mutants, with no product for wild-type controls. Orange ends of products represent primers. (b) As expected,
standard RT-PCR using P1 produced slightly longer products for mutants than for wild-type fish. (c) RT-PCR using P2 produced ∼900-bp
products for mutants but no amplified sequence for wild-type fish.

functional proteins.29,30 In addition, mutant mRNA degrada-
tion due to nonsense-mediated decay (NMD) can activate
compensatory genetic mechanisms, leading to transcrip-
tional adaptation in genetically modified models.27 These
mechanisms may rescue the loss of the target gene function,
leading to false-negative results in phenotyping. The pdzk1-
KO larvae in the present study presented significant changes
in visual behavior (OMR) and retinal function (ERG) rela-
tive to wild-type larvae, but only minor changes in retinal
morphology and normal synaptic molecular density. Thus,
we conducted genetic compensation tests to uncover poten-
tial genetic mechanisms that may have masked histological
deficits.

Using standard RT-PCR, we showed a longer mutant
pdzk1 mRNA sequence compared to wild-type mRNA, due
to insertion of the stop-codon cassette (Figs. 7a, b). The
primer pair 2, which targeted the sequence starting from the
insertion, can only clone the sequence from mutants. This
indicates mutation at the transcriptional level, resulting in a
single, premature, nonfunctional pdzk1 mRNA expressed in
the mutant (Fig. 7c). Importantly, there were no splice vari-
ants present (Fig. 7b). Comparing pdzk1-KO mutants with
and without the nonsense-mediated decay interference (i.e.,
NMDi14 treatment), spatial frequency tuning functions (Figs.
8a–c), ERG (Figs. 8d–g), and densities of the four PDZK1-
interacting molecules of interest (Figs. 8h–q) were not differ-
ent between groups (Supplementary Table S7). These results
suggest that there are no genetic mechanisms or splice vari-
ants compensating for the loss of pdzk1 in these mutants.

DISCUSSION

The human PDZK1 gene is located on chromosome 1q21.1, a
high-risk region for schizophrenia31 and ASD.32 It has been
linked to altered contrast sensitivity, a visual endopheno-
type of both neurodevelopmental disorders, with each addi-
tional copy of the minor allele of the rs1797052 polymor-

phism in the regulatory region of PDZK1 increasing sensi-
tivity by more than half a standard deviation.3 Our finding
of enhanced contrast sensitivity in pdzk1-KO larvae (Figs. 2,
3) is consistent with these observations and highlights the
cross-species conservation of this gene in visual function.

Our measurement of contrast response functions
suggests that the improved spatial frequency tuning func-
tion in pdzk1-KO mutants is likely due to abnormal gain
control (Fig. 3). Contrast gain control horizontally shifts the
entire function without changing the function shape, indicat-
ing changes of contrast threshold for eliciting any response
(i.e., contrast sensitivity). Response gain control is charac-
terized by changes in the slope or maximum response with-
out changing the baseline of the function.33,34 We found no
evidence of response gain changes in the contrast response
functions of knockout fish (Fig. 3d; Supplementary Table
S4). Instead, mutants showed significantly lower contrast
thresholds (at 25°/s and 50°/s) compared to wild-type fish
(Fig. 3e; Supplementary Table S4), indicating abnormal
contrast gain rather than response gain in mutants. We note
that these analyses were based on fitted functions, of which
visual inspection does not clearly distinguish an improve-
ment in threshold rather than gain. Increasing the resolution
of contrasts tested, particularly around threshold contrast,
would likely provide a more compelling distinction between
reduced threshold versus increased gain in this analysis. An
increased behavioral response may in some instances be
the result of hyperactivity, but our locomotion test demon-
strated that this is not the case in pdzk1-KO larvae: Both in
the E3 medium used for embryonic husbandry and when
exposed to a chemical stimulus (1.5% ethanol) that elic-
its increased motor activity in larval zebrafish, mutants
showed consistently reduced locomotion relative to wild-
type animals (Supplementary Fig. S3, Supplementary Table
S1). One may be concerned that lower levels of spontaneous
locomotion may paradoxically increase OMR by reducing
variability among the pdzk1-KO group. However, although
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FIGURE 8. Genetic compensation tests for pdzk1-KO mutants at 7 dpf. Spatial frequency tuning functions were fitted by a log-Gaussian
model for control (pdzk1-KO mutants treated with 0.02% DMSO; black circles and lines) and experimental groups (pdzk1-KO mutants
treated with 0.02% DMSO and 10-μM NMDi14; blue triangles and lines) at (a) 25°/s, (b) 50°/s, and (c) 100°/s. ERG results were shown as the
group average (±SEM) of (d) a-wave amplitude, (e) a-wave implicit time, (f) b-wave amplitude, and (g) b-wave implicit time for pdzk1-KO
mutants treated with 0.02% DMSO (filled black circles) and mutants treated with 0.02% DMSO and 10-μM NMDi14 (open cyan triangles).
Data were compared using two-way ANOVA; there were no significant differences. Lines were fit by a four-parameter sigmoidal function.
For histological assessment, (h–i′′) serotonin and PSD-95 were co-labeled in green and red, respectively, for both groups; (j, k) NMDAR1and
(l, m) CRFR1 were labeled in green. For all images, nuclei were stained with DAPI, shown in gray. Scale bars: 25 μm. Violin plots show
densities in the IPL of (n) PSD-95, (o) serotonin, (p) NMDAR1, and (q) CRFR1 for mutants treated with 0.02% DMSO (black circles) and
mutants treated with 0.02% DMSO and 10-μM NMDi14 (cyan circles). Points represent data from individual retinas. White lines represent
medians, and dark bands indicate interquartile ranges. Unpaired t-tests were performed with 10 or 11 retinas per group (see Supplementary
Table S6).

adding a larger random component to the stimulus-evoked
motion of each animal may increase the spatial dispersion
of the wild-type group, it would not systematically bias the
group centroid—this is our measure of OMR on each trial. It
is also unlikely that the reduced OMR in wild-type larvae
is attributable to an energy deficit from higher levels of
spontaneous swimming. Contrast response functions did not

saturate for either group even at full contrast (Figs. 3a–c),
suggesting that the animals were not approaching any limit
on energy expenditure.

The present results are consistent with the associa-
tion between the human 1q21.1 genomic region containing
PDZK1 and risk of autism and schizophrenia. Infants at high
risk for autism and people at high risk for psychosis also
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show higher luminance contrast sensitivity,35,36 although
results differ between studies and may vary with age and
experimental methods.37,38 Altered contrast gain may orig-
inate in the retina via reduced inhibitory signals from
amacrine cells onto parasol ganglion cells,39 or it may occur
in higher visual regions; however, the absence of a visual
cortex in zebrafish, along with the electrophysiological find-
ings of the present study, suggests that the effects of PDZK1
variation are more likely retinal in origin. Our quantifica-
tion showed an overall unchanged amacrine cell number
in mutant retinas (Fig. 5g); future research may focus on
inhibitory pathways in mutants at the subcellular or synap-
tic levels.

Our ERG results further corroborate that the neurode-
velopmental risk gene PDZK1 contributes to retinal func-
tion. With enhanced spatial contrast sensitivity in pdzk1-
KO larvae compared to wild-types, one might expect larger
ERG responses for mutants, but we found a reduction in
the b-wave. This reduction agrees with the reduced scotopic
ERG b-wave reported in individuals with schizophrenia and
ASD.40,41 Individuals with schizophrenia exhibit significantly
decreased a-wave amplitudes40; however, the b-wave reduc-
tion in pdzk1-KO zebrafish was not due to photoreceptor
deficits, as a-wave amplitudes did not differ between pdzk1-
KO and wild-type larvae across all flash intensities (Fig. 4b;
Supplementary Table S5). In contrast, the ERG phenotype
observed in pdzk1-KO mutants may be more similar to those
with ASD,who show no significant changes in a-wave ampli-
tude,41 although further research into the developmental
trajectory of the ERG changes is needed. Although pdzk1-
KO mutants presented altered retinal function and contrast
sensitivity similar to that exhibited by some individuals with
neurodevelopmental disorders, the role of PDZK1 in the
visual phenotypes of ASD and schizophrenia is currently
unknown.

Selective attenuation of the b-wave at higher stimu-
lus intensities (1.89 and 2.48 log cd·s·m−2) in pdzk1-KO
fish suggests that pdzk1 disruption affects either bipolar
cells directly or via third-order neurons (i.e., amacrine and
ganglion cells). If enhanced behavioral contrast sensitivity in
pdzk1-KO zebrafish arises from deficits of inhibitory mecha-
nisms, altered bipolar cell responses underlying the b-wave
may be modulated by a more generalized change in retinal
inhibition. In rodents, antagonist blockage or genetic knock-
out of the gamma aminobutyric acid (GABAc) receptor, a key
inhibitory receptor on bipolar cells, leads to a reduced ERG
b-wave but increased spontaneous and light-evoked activity
in retinal ganglion cells.42–44 How PDZK1 might be involved
in the crosstalk among bipolar, amacrine, and ganglion cells
remains to be investigated.

Although the observed b-wave deficit points to bipolar or
third-order retinal dysfunction, there could be other poten-
tial causes. PDZK1 may contribute to microvillus formation
in the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) through its inter-
action with ezrin/radixin/moesin (ERM), binding phospho-
protein 50 kDa (EBP50) and ezrin.45,46 RPE apical microvilli
interdigitate with outer segments of adjacent photorecep-
tors, involved in essential functions of the RPE for reti-
nal homeostasis (e.g., phagocytosis of photoreceptor debris,
nutrient transportation into retina, removal of photorecep-
tor waste products, visual pigment regeneration).45,47 There-
fore, loss of PDZK1 may disrupt retinal homeostasis and
thus retinal function; however, in this case, one might also
expect altered a-wave responses, which were not observed.
Knockout of murine Pdzk1 leads to reduced posttranscrip-

tional expression of scavenger receptor class B type I
(SR-BI), altering lipid metabolism for high-density lipopro-
tein (HDL) in total plasma.48 Plasma HDL has been asso-
ciated with age-related macular degeneration,49,50 linking
PDZK1 via SR-BI to a pathogenic mechanism of eye disease.
PDZK1 may also maintain neural homeostasis by increas-
ing the activity of glutamate transporter excitatory amino
acid carrier 1 (EAAC1) on the cell membrane.51 Cross-talk
among EAAC1, NMDARs, and α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-
4-isoxazolepropionic acid (AMPA) receptors tightly modu-
lates the extracellular concentration of glutamate to avoid
excitotoxicity.52 In mice, EAAC1 deficiency results in excito-
toxic retinal damage, specifically ganglion cell loss.53 Loss of
PDZK1 may lead to dysfunction of the inner retina by this
indirect route.

Our histological analyses indicated that there was a minor
reduction in retinal length in mutant retinas, with no other
morphological changes observed (Figs. 5c–g; Supplementary
Table S6). Despite this, there was no reduction in overall reti-
nal size; this may be because mutants with reduced retinal
length had correspondingly thicker retinas (Supplementary
Fig. S5). Although we carefully ensured that images were
taken within two sections of the optic nerve, it is possible
that the sectioning angle could affect this result. Overall,
our data indicated that compared to wild-types, pdzk1-KO
larvae might have slightly shorter retinas, but retinal cellular
organization and morphology are generally intact. Further
investigation is required to confirm any link between this
morphological change and the altered behavioral and func-
tional phenotypes of mutants.

The density in the IPL of four molecules of particular
interest was unchanged in the mutant retinas (Figs. 6f, g;
Supplementary Table S2). We were not able to examine an
effect of pdzk1 knockout on receptors in the OPL, as the
zebrafish OPL is too thin for effective quantification with
the available imaging approaches. Previous studies have
shown that early in disease progression (e.g., in diabetes)
or under physical stress (e.g., high intraocular pressure),
ERG abnormalities can manifest without apparent structural
changes.54,55 However, our analysis of synaptic molecular
density from 7 dpf to 8 wpf suggested that progressive
changes in the tested molecules are unlikely to underlie
altered function in pdzk1-KO mutants.

We have confirmed the absence of a genetic mechanism
for histological phenotype rescue for pdzk1-KO mutants.
Our data showed that variant splices of pdzk1 mRNA
are absent in mutant fish, with a single pdzk1 mRNA
being expressed with the stop codon cassette, leading to
a premature, nonfunctional Pdzk1 (Figs. 7b, c). Multilevel
analysis (OMR, ERG, and histology) of pdzk1-KO mutants
treated with NMD interference (NMDi14) demonstrated that
compensatory genetic pathways are not present in our
pdzk1-KO fish (Fig. 8; Supplementary Table S6). We are
therefore confident our histological results are robust.

Ultimately, our histological data provide evidence that,
although PDZK1 may associate with synaptic proteins, it is
not necessary for their clustering into synaptic puncta. We
note that the PDKZ1-associated molecules considered to be
of interest in this study were identified by co-localization
or in vitro cell culture5,12; however, the role of PDZK1
and the proteins it interacts with in vivo may be different.
Further histological research could focus on other PDZK1-
interacting molecules such as SynGAP1 and KLHL17. Higher
power imaging of individual subtypes of neurons may reveal
very specific contributions of PDZK1 to the maintenance of
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cellular morphology and synaptic distribution within select
visual pathways. The impact of pdzk1 knockout on the RPE
and ganglion cells is also a potential avenue for future inves-
tigation.

CONCLUSIONS

Our study supports an association between PDZK1 and
visual function. The present behavioral results are consistent
with altered contrast gain control. Electrophysiology reveals
a reduced ERG b-wave amplitude, indicating deficits in the
inner retina in pdzk1-KO zebrafish. This study highlights the
utility of the zebrafish model in assessing the role of genes
associated with abnormal visual function.
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